
The Village Hall Management Committee (“VHC”) 
 

Minutes of the Meeting 
Held via zoom on 13 January 2022  

 
Attending  
Rachel Gardner (Chair), 
Max Crow (MC) - Secretary 
Bob Gardner (BG), Julie Grundy (JG) Joanna Smith (JS) and Garry Smith (GS). 
 

 Topic Action 

1. Apologies received from Charlotte Boyles (CB), Michelle Gunn (MG), Don 
Bowyer (DB)  
  

 

2. Approval of minutes 
The last meeting’s Minutes were approved. 

 

3. Change in Rules and Regulations 
The committee voted unanimously to allow all meetings to be conducted by 
zoom (or other online platform) as necessary. Secretary to amend Rules and 
regulations. 
 

 
RG 

4. Matters arising 
● Possible events: the secretary apologised to the committee that she had 

not progressed any of the items on the last minutes regarding Live & Local 
etc. 

● Building Maintenance -  
● Repointing still has not happened. Difficulties carrying out in the cold 

weather so agreed that we would review at next meeting. Also, there are 
signs of damp in boiler room. 

● Cleaning - CB confirmed by email that Gaynor does not clean the floor in 
the main hall in her monthly clean. RG reported that the Kurling group had 
complained that at their January meeting the floor was dirty and, as a 
result, the stones they use would not travel on the floor. Agreed that we 
would find out how long it would take Gaynor to clean the floor and take a 
decision as to whether it should be included in her tasks. RG to speak to 
Gaynor. Committee members using the hall to monitor floor to ensure 
reasonable cleanliness for all activities. 

● Film Licence 
- BG confirmed that the cost for screening a single film (Single Title 

Screening License) was £83 a time regardless of whether a charge was 
made to the public for viewing or not. In addition, a deposit of £150 is 
required. 

-  He asked that another committee member look at the licensing page of 
the Filmbankmedia https://www.filmbankmedia.com/licences/ to confirm 
this. MC agreed to do this 

- Another type of licence known as Public Video Screening Licence 
(PVSL) is needed if a film is shown as a background to another event. 
This licence costs £115.84 + vat annually from May 1st each year. It 
was agreed that we were unlikely to need this type of licence 

- After some discussion it was agreed that we would not resume the Film 
Club at the current time due to difficulty in attracting enough participants 
to justify costs. 
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MC 
 

https://www.filmbankmedia.com/licences/


- Agreed that future films would be tied into other events organised by 
the Committee eg Halloween 

4. Accounts 
The accounts for 2021 have been drawn up and were circulated to all 
committee members. They will now be circulated to Robin Williams for 
independent verification. BG stated that the committee need to formally 
approve them at a later meeting. 
 

 

5. Other issues 
- Feedback on events held 
- Halloween party went well. Pumpkin carving was very successful. Small 

loss of £6.04 on afternoon 
- Children’s Quiz – enjoyable but only 4 families attended due to illness 

and poor weather. £8.00 profit 

- Quiz – well attended and enjoyable. Numbers down on previous years 
although decision had been taken not to publicise too widely. Over-
catered both main course and desserts. Small profit of £36 made after 
catering and prizes. 

- Fire extinguishers have been serviced and certificate of compliance 
posted in hall. 

- Insurance with Allied Westminster has been renewed with a small 
increase of £30. Price is locked for next 3 years. 

- Covid Restrictions – RG reminded the Committee that the Hall is 
subject to Plan B restrictions which means that users should wear 
masks. Masks are not required when exercising or when eating. 

- Update on regular events 
- Yoga classes run by Ann Williams on Tuesdays and Fridays have 

stopped since beginning of January. It is unclear whether they will 
resume due to teacher’s work commitments.  

- Yoga classes run by Jess Tullberg have resumed on Monday mornings. 
BG said that she has only booked the hall for January and may return 
to doing the classes at Kneesall at some point. 

- Some discussion of Pilates classes. GS to speak to Sune Du Toit to 
see if she would be interested. 

- Private parties in the village hall from hirers outside the village 
- There have been some inquiries from outside the village about using 

the village hall for children’s parties. These were refused on the 
grounds of lack of parking in the village and previous complaints from 
residents. JS, GS and CB all said that they didn’t think parking next to 
the hall in the village was particularly problematic other than in the 
summer with large agricultural vehicles. 

- There was also concern over possible damage and excessive cleaning 
requirements. Suggestions made that a deposit would be required from 
hirers. Suggestions from £150 to £200, although this could be tailored 
to the risk. JG said that it might be difficult for female committee 
members locking up to tell hirers that a deposit would not be returned. 

- There was much discussion about the benefits of having the hall used 
by groups outside the village for meetings and occasional parties. The 
committee concluded that they did not want to discourage people 
unduly from applying to use the hall and so the website should not be 
too restrictive.  
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- It was proposed that children’s parties for 10 yrs old and younger was 
viable but no teen parties. However, there could be a discretionary age 
for village residents.  

- RG pointed out the that terms of hire on the website stated that - ‘The 
use of the Hall by any person/organisation is at the sole discretion of 
the Committee, which reserves the right to refuse any booking at any 
time’ and so therefore we could refuse any booking.  

- Agreed that RG would send all committee members the terms and 
conditions and the website details and make a proposal for changes 
that would be agreed at the next meeting 

● Possible events 
- Live and Local: agreed that when they bring out their new program we 

would have a look at their events and make a decision then. 
- Village fete: some hope that it might go ahead but need Drs Knight-

Jones decision. This is a major fund-raising event for the Village Hall. 
- Harvest Supper: The Village did not have a Harvest Supper in 2021 

following the church service and there have been some expressions of 
regret that this did not happen. Historically the Village Hall Committee 
organised the supper but in recent years the PCC has done so. The 
Committee all agreed whilst they will make the hall available and 
organise tables and chairs etc for this event they would not undertake 
the catering as many members of the committee are away in 
September. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RG 

6. AOB 
● Jubilee Celebrations – There will be a four-day bank holiday from 

Thursday 2nd – Sunday 5th June. Some concern that this will coincide with 
half-term and so many families with children might be away. Previous 
Jubilee celebrations marked by lunch held in Jennifer Strawson’s barn and 
so committee will discuss with individual villagers whether there is any 
interest in holding a street party etc. BG to check Brendan’s “party pulse”. 

● Boiler flue needs a sweep and possibly a service as pellet consumption is 
higher than anticipated. BG to arrange sweep and check for service. 

● BG reminded that Lottery logo needs adding to any marketing posters/ 
websites etc. 

● BG reminded everyone of email from Brendan Carson about training for the 
CIEH Foundation Certificate in Food Hygiene. RG said that this was not a 
requirement as we did not prepare food in the hall. We had met the 
requirements of NSDC Environmental Health in the audit in August 2021. 
There is an old RGA health and safety certificate in the kitchen which BG 
will remove.  
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7. Next committee meeting 
Will be the AGM which will be held after re-election of the Committee at the 
Parish Meeting. 
 

 
All 

 
 
 


